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the current research mainly focused on identifying the initial findings and challenges that need to be handled when developing and implementing the research management in higher education institutions in
terms of identifying the goal and task allocations that need to be allocated to the research management of higher education institutions and its departments. furthermore, this paper also included identifying the

most critical factors affecting the research management that are identified through the qualitative research survey. all the results of the study will be useful to the management units of higher education
institutions. moreover, this paper also includes the recommended actions which need to be performed, especially in terms of future research on the research management of higher education institutions.
theindonesian journal of educational research (ijer) is an open-access journal that publishes high-quality research in educational research, including instructional, educational, and educational psychology
research. theory and empirical articles are published either in indonesian or in english. this journal is targeted at researchers, educators, and students of educational research, along with stakeholders of

educational research around the world. this journal is published by the faculty of education and teacher training of state institute for islamic studies batusangkar in partnership with igra, igtk, himpaudi, and pps
paud. the journal is published biannually. this journal issues are published online each july and february. the journal is available on the igra website at www.igra.ac.id and on the wikip website at
www.wiksip.gv.id . the journal is published by the faculty of education and teacher training of state institute for islamic studies batusangkar in partnership with igra, igtk, himpaudi, and pps paud.
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jurnal jabatanan
penelitian islam (jbpi) is a
journal published by the
department of affairs in

islamic studies, iain
batusangkar.the mission

of this journal is to publish
research results on
islamology, islamic

religions, in particular,
and cultural studies, in

general. jurnal jabatanan
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penelitian islam serves
the publication of original

research articles and
literature review.the
journal is published

monthly, bimonthly or
quarterly. plikd (republik

indonesia keadaan
disadikan, or republic of
indonesia (rri), islamic
studies institute) is a

national journal for the
dissemination of islamic

related research and
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scientific publication.
plikd is published

quarterly, bimonthly and
yearly. plinis (palangan

ilmu pendidikan
indonesia) is the first
journal in indonesia

published by the iain
batusangkar, as well as

the first academic journal
published by a private
university in indonesia.
our journal is published

bimonthly, quarterly and
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yearly. plinis a very
important academic

journal, we hope that you
could be a member of
plinis to get the wide

coverage of plinis in this
academic situation in

which network service is
not supported by

individual disciplines. the
daily project of this blog is

to provide the most
valuable information, the

latest, related to
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education in indonesia. i
hope this blog is suitable
for the daily activities of
government, private and

non-government
organizations from all

parts of indonesia which
are interested in

improving the level of
education in indonesia.

islamic religious teachers
academy (igra) is a non-

governmental, non-
political, independent,
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and is the largest provider
of specialized classes and

specialized learning in
indonesia, which provides

a wide range of
instruction for middle and
high school from the field

of basic religious
education, elementary to

elementary applied
sciences, islamic teaching
and religious education,
applied islamic sciences

and the ministry of
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education and culture.
our mission is primarily to
provide quality education

for indonesian muslim
students. in addition,

providing education for
students of both the
public and private

sectors. 5ec8ef588b
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